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  POELLATH advises on Astorius Capital PE Fund 

VI 

  

  Astorius Capital Fonds S.C.A. SICAV-RAIF, the Luxembourg umbrella fund advised by 

Astorius Consult GmbH, launched the distribution of its sub-fund Astorius Capital PE 

Fonds VI (“ACF VI”) in October 2019. 

As with previous generations of funds advised or managed by Astorius, ACF VI follows a fund 

of funds strategy. The objective is to invest in private equity target funds that primarily pursue 

growth, buyout or restructuring as investment strategies and mainly acquire majority stakes in 

mid-cap companies in Europe. The target volume of ACF VI is EUR 75 million. The fund ma-

nager with respect to ACF VI is Hauck & Aufhäuser Investment Gesellschaft S.A. (Luxem-

bourg). 

POELLATH provided comprehensive legal and tax advice on the structuring of ACF VI and 

continues to provide ongoing advice, including on the various target fund investments of ACF 

VI. 

  

   Dr. Peter Bujotzek (partner, lead, private funds, tax law, Frankfurt),  

 Dr. André Blischke (senior associate, private funds, tax law, Frankfurt),  

 Felix Mocker (associate, private funds, tax law, Frankfurt) 
 

The law firm Arendt & Medernach advised on matters of Luxembourg law. 

Astorius is one of POELLATH’s long-standing clients. POELLATH has also advised Astorius 

on various predecessor funds. 

About us 

POELLATH is a market-leading international business and tax law firm with more than 150 

lawyers and tax advisors in Germany. We stand for high-end advice on transactions and asset 

management. We offer legal and tax advice from one source. In our selected and highly  

specialized practice groups, we not only know the law, but shape the best practice in the  

market together with our clients. National and international rankings regularly list our  

professionals as leading experts in their fields.  
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We offer comprehensive service in the following areas: Mergers & Acquisitions | Private  

Equity | Venture Capital | Private Funds | Real Estate | Corporate and Capital Markets |  

Finance | Tax | Private Clients | Foundations and Nonprofit Organizations | IP/IT, Distribution 

and Antitrust Law | Litigation and Arbitration. 

 


